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T CJTF7-320TH MP BN Si;
1LT C5-18MP115S1
TC CJTF7-800TH MP BDE SJA
Message From CPA MOJ Representative

PT CJTF7 400TH MP BN

ALL,
Good evening. Hope everybody's day went well. Below is today's list which now contains entries for the facility at
Rusafa. I thought these prisoners had been sent to Abu Ghareb, but I have been advised that they are currently at
Rusafa. If they are there, please have them released. If they are not there, please let me know ASAP. Your assistance in
keeping me straight is appreciated.

In addition to the foregoing, the files for the following prisoners still at Camp Bucca have been located. All of these
prisoners were previously approved for release. It is unknown who or when the releases were okayed, but it appears as if
they were all "21 day Reviews" done some time in June and resolved in favor of the prisoners. All of the listed prisoners
should be released as soon as this can be arranged. Their numbers appear out of sequence as that is how they appeared
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on the list I was working from. Sorry.
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Furthermore, the followina names have all previously been cleared for release
should all have been recently released. If any of these prisoners are still in custo

nce the start of this oroiect. They
they should be released ASAP.
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Finally the following prisoners all should have been previously released, however pparently sometime after they were
cleared to be released MI lodged a Hold against them. If they are still down at Bucc they can NOT now be released until
this hold is resolved.
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I think that should keep you busy for the next couple of days, for it kept me busy enough that I am rather exhausted
right now. I am calling if a night. If you have any questions regarding any of this, try reaching me in the morning. Pleasant
dreams.
Wishes
CPA MOJ Representative
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